Gene actions at loci underlying several quantitative traits in two elite rice hybrids.
To understand the gene activities controlling nine important agronomic quantitative traits in rice, we applied a North Carolina design 3 (NC III design) analysis to recombinant inbred lines (RILs) in highly heterotic inter- (IJ) and intra-subspecific (II) hybrids by performing the following tasks: (1) investigating the relative contribution of additive, dominant, and epistatic effects for performance traits by generation means analysis and variance component estimates; (2) detecting the number, genomic positions, and genetic effects of QTL for phenotypic traits; and (3) characterizing their mode of gene action. Under an F∞-metric, generation means analysis and variance components estimates revealed that epistatic effects prevailed for the majority of traits in the two hybrids. QTL analysis identified 48 and 66 main-effect QTL (M-QTL) for nine traits in IJ and II hybrids, respectively. In IJ hybrids, 20 QTL (41.7%) showed an additive effect of gene actions, 20 (41.7%) showed partial-to-complete dominance, and 8 (16.7%) showed overdominance. In II hybrids, 34 QTL (51.5%) exhibited additive effects, 14 (21.2%) partial-to-complete dominance, and 18 (27.3%) overdominance. There were 153 digenic interactions (E-QTL) in the IJ hybrid and 252 in the II hybrid. These results suggest that additive effects, dominance, overdominance, and particularly epistasis attribute to the genetic basis of the expression of traits in the two hybrids. Additionally, we determined that the genetic causes of phenotypic traits and their heterosis are different. In the plants we studied, the phenotypic traits investigated and their heterosis were conditioned by different M-QTL and E-QTL, respectively, and were mainly due to non-allelic interactions (epistasis).